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Monthly Market Review – July 2016 

How the different asset classes have fared: 
(As at 30th June 2016)  

 

1
Bloomberg AusBond Bank 0+Y TR AUD, 

2
Bloomberg AusBond Composite 0+Y TR AUD, 

3
JPM GBI Global Ex Australia TR Hdg AUD, 

4
S&P/ASX All Ordinaries TR, 

5
MSCI World Ex Australia NR AUD, 

6
Vanguard Intl Shares Index Hdg AUD TR, 

7
MSCI EM NR AUD, 

8
S&P Global Infrastructure NR AUD, 

9
S&P/ASX 300 AREIT TR, 

10
FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global REITs NR AUD 

 

For the full year ending 30th June most asset classes (shown in the table above) delivered modest positive 

outcomes. For many investors this should have resulted in a year in which their portfolio’s investment returns 

were positive overall, but below the strong level of gains we have enjoyed over the past few years. Emerging 

markets were the worst performer for the year, but look to us to be now very attractively valued. Listed 

property was one of the best performers. For the month of June the markets were quite volatile, which resulted 

in losses in a number of growth asset classes over the month. 

Cash 

The RBA sat pat in July leaving cash rates unchanged. Our expectation is for further rate reductions over the 

coming year. The Australian economy is adjusting well to the slowdown in mining construction, with apartment 

construction taking up the slack as the mining industry slows. However, it’s likely that even lower cash rates 

will be required to support the economy as apartment construction activity in turn slows down in 2017. 

Australian Bonds 

Bonds in general benefitted from a “risk off” environment in June. That is, investors sought out safe havens 

and moved money out of riskier investments, like shares, and into more defensive investments such as bonds 

and cash.  

Australian bonds didn’t do quite as well as international with the RBA disappointing bond investors by not 

cutting rates further; and giving no hint of maintaining an easing bias.  

Asset Class 10 Yr 
% p.a. 

5 Yr 
% p.a. 

3 Yr 
% p.a. 

1 Yr 
% 

YTD 
%  

6 Mo 
% 

3 Mo  
% 

1 Mo 
% 

Cash1 4.3 3.1 2.5 2.2 1.1 1.1 0.6 0.2 

Australian Bonds2 6.6 6.7 6.2 7.0 5.0 5.0 2.9 1.3 

International Bonds3 8.1 8.0 8.2 11.1 7.8 7.8 3.2 2.6 

Australian Shares4 4.9 7.3 8.2 2.0 1.6 1.6 4.0 -2.3 

Int. Shares Unhedged5 4.4 14.9 14.8 0.4 -1.7 -1.7 4.4 -3.8 

Int. Shares Hedged6 6.7 11.6 11.2 -1.0 0.0 0.0 1.8 -1.1 

Emerging Markets Unhedged7 3.5 3.5 5.4 -9.2 4.0 4.0 4.0 1.2 

Listed Infrastructure Unhedged8 5.0 13.2 15.5 6.1 10.9 10.9 8.1 0.2 

Australian Listed Property9 2.9 18.0 18.5 24.6 16.2 16.2 9.2 3.5 

Int. Listed Pty Unhedged10 n/a 17.2 18.0 20.1 8.7 8.7 7.8 1.8 
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To understand how movements in interest rates affects the return for bond investors, keep in mind that bond 

prices move in the opposite direction to bond yields (its “interest rate”). So if yields were to go down, then bond 

investors would enjoy a capital gain. And vice versa.  

International Bonds 

Offshore bond markets had a very good month in June. Worries over the US economy and the British 

referendum on remaining in the EU, all contributed to a general feeling of unease; and a retreat to defensive 

investments in government bonds. 

Australian Equities  

Australian shares have been a bit disappointing, both over the prior month, where they lost value; and year, 

where they were fairly flat. The Australian share market is neither significantly overvalued nor cheap; however 

it is suffering from the economic headwinds flowing through from the slowdown in China. High quality resource 

companies like RIO and BHP look attractively valued, but earnings growth is soft. 

International Shares 

The A$ is bouncing around in the low 70 cent range versus the US$. In time we would anticipate that it should 
move lower as commodity prices, particularly iron ore prices, continues to slide. This should provide a boost to 
currency unhedged international equity returns. International equities, whether currency hedged or unhedged, 
had a fairly flat year. The US share market looks to be significantly overvalued, but there are many other 
international share markets that look much more reasonably priced. 

Summary 

As always there are both good investment opportunities and potential risks when looking forward. Ensuring 
investment portfolios are well diversified across asset classes, to avoid the issue of putting “all your eggs in 
one basket”, remains a sound investment philosophy. Investing sensibly is generally well rewarded over time, 
but one inevitably experiences periods in which markets go sideways or even backwards over the short to 
medium term. Successful investment strategies are always focused on the longer term; we should not get too 
excited when markets deliver exceptionally good years which they will sometimes do; nor too concerned when 
they have their inevitable pullback, as will also occur from time to time. 

 


